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gregory mankiw noted that the simple
representative agent euler equation is indeed too
simple. he felt that no consensus has emerged on

what should replace it and that more work is needed
on that front. however, he was puzzled by the

authors claim that the relation between longrun and
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shortrun yields also poses a fundamental challenge.
he concurred with woodfords earlier point that

stationarity is not a required assumption.
furthermore, he pointed out that, even if one

imposes stationarity, the failure cited by the authors
rests on the value of the autocorrelation coefficient.
the authors use a value of 0.986, which may be too
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puzzled by the authors claim that the relation
between longrun and shortrun yields also poses a

fundamental challenge. he concurred with
woodfords earlier point that stationarity is not a

required assumption. 5ec8ef588b
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